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Structure of presentation

� Task

� User Research

� Requirements

� Website Templates

� Final Prototype



Task

‘Find two extreme examples of web designs of the same kind, that the 

team likes most and hates most. Redesign the worst example. Present the 

results.’



Comparison

www.cinema.com www.imdb.com



Head Menu

www.cinema.com

Clear what functions the buttons represent.

Unclear that these are ‘clickable’ buttons.

www.imdb.com

Unclear what functions the buttons represent.

Clear that these are buttons, you can click on.



Separation between articles

www.cinema.com

Seperation between articles with use of colours and white space.

www.imdb.com

No seperation between articles.



Choice

Redesign the website ‘www.imdb.com’.

GUI Problems:

� Not clear what functions the buttons represents

� No seperations between articles

� No clear structure on the website

� Too much hyperlinks

� No indication of where you are on the website



User Research

Collage to empathize with the user.

User Profile:

� The user likes to watch movies and series

� Likes to read information about films

� Likes to discuss new movies and series



Questionnaire

User research by use of a questionnaire.

Goals:

� Get in touch with user group

� Find out most used options

� Ask the user’s opinion about this website



Results Questionnaire

� User group between 15 and 30 years old.

� The user thinks there is an overload of irrelevant information on the site. 

� The most used options are:



Requirements
User research and tips from presentations led to following requirements:

� Standard Template

� Clear search bar

� Clear categories (items)

� Buttons have to be clearly clickable

� Enough ‘white space’

� Separation (by use of clear borders/colours)

� Language selection

� Changeable font size

� Maximum 3 text fonts

� Clear and consistent colour use

� Consistent alignment

� Consistency in font size

� Help function



Website Templates

With use of requirements we made two templates.

The focus in these templates was on:

� Clear menu structure

� Clear separation of text on the webpage

� Buttons have to be clearly clickable



Template 1

Strong Points:

� Clear structure

� No hyperlinks

� Consistent use of colours

� Functions of the buttons is understandable



Template 2

Strong Points:

� Breadcrumbs 

� Obvious separation

� Clearly clickable buttons

� Separate advertisement space



Final Prototype

Demonstration of final prototype.



Comparison



End

Thank you for your attention.


